
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anno scolastico: 2021-2022 

Prof.ssa: PAOLA BALOSSI 

Materia di insegnamento: Lingua e cultura INGLESE 

Classe: 2 DSU 

LIBRI DI TESTO IN ADOZIONE: 

Insight Pre-Intermediate (S. and W.) M. Sayer, R. Roberts Oxford 

Insight Intermediate (S. and W.) M. Sayer, R. Roberts Oxford  

Grammar and Vocabulary J. Hird Oxford 

Programma svolto:  

LINGUA 

Insight Pre-Intermediate: unità 1-8, 9 parziale.  

Grammar: present simple and present continuous, personality adjectives, modals of speculation, verb 

patterns (verb + infinitive with to, verb + infinitive without to, verb + ing, verb + infinitive or ing), narrative 

tenses (past simple, past continuous, past perfect), used to and would, past simple and present perfect, 

adverbs, present perfect simple and present perfect continuous, expressing the future (present simple, be 

going to, will, may-might), future perfect and future continuous, verbs + prepositions, identifying opinions 

and speculation, introducing arguments and giving opinions, first and second conditional, modals of 

obligation, prohibition and permission (have to, don’t have to, must, can, may, mustn’t), the passive, 

have/get something done, reported speech, reported questions and commands, third conditional, I wish 

and If only, speculating about the past, defining relative clauses.  

Reading and Vocabulary: The art of beauty, Describing appearance, compound adjectives about 

appearance, fashion never forgotten, clothes and fashion, compound nouns, travel, phrasal verbs: travel, 

verbs + preposition: travel, A road less travelled, The mother road, is chocolate the answer?, identifying 

main ideas of paragraphs, idioms of happiness and sadness, noun suffixes (-ness, -ity), Fat America, Island 

story, the environment, prefixes (semi-, under-, over-, re-, co-, inter-), Crowd power: the flashmob, Go the 

extra mile, collocations: charities, phenomenon, The choice, collocations: crime, using referencing to 

understand a text, noun prefixes (mis-, dis-), three part phrasal verbs with to and with, Coming of age, 

synonyms: the law, The influencers, advertising, collocations: advertising, listening for specific information, 

Traditional festivals, trade, The senses, understanding the purpose of a paragraph, perception and 

observation, adverb-adjective collocation, noun suffixes (-tion, -sion), complaining and asking people to do 

things, A walk in the woods, sight and sound, The big question, describing jobs, idioms: work, A bus ride to 

freedom, conflict, A day in the life of a digital human, phrasal verbs: relationships, words often confused,  

Writing: a personal letter, an opinion essay,  
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CONVERSATION TOPICS – Con conversatore esterno  

The story of chocolate 

Talking about the news 

Talking about food 

How to improve your English skills 

Fridays for future 

Ufos 

Environmental issues 

Renewable energy 

 

Busto Arsizio 
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La docente                                                                                                                    I  rappresentanti di classe 


